
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: DURBANVILLE@2021.09.14 
 
Durbanville, 14.09.2021, Race 1, Gallops, 1250m, Turf, R72.000, 13:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Wide open. Both LONG WHITE CLOUD and RHYTHM OF THE RAIN made pleasing 
introductions and should improve with that run under the belt. PERFECT TRUST, BORN TO BE QUEEN, 
AFRICAN WINTER and GLOBAL GODDESS all have the form and experience to pose a threat, but a 
bigger threat could come from any one of the well-bred newcomers. EVERGLADES, LOOK 
HOMEWARD, RAISING QUINN and SHE'S A RAINBOW all appeal on paper and are worth a market 
check. DO SI DO is another with eachway credentials. 
 
Selections: 
#13 Rhythm Of The Rain, #5 Long White Cloud, #14 She's A Rainbow, #9 Look Homeward 
 
Durbanville, 14.09.2021, Race 2, Gallops, 1800m, Turf, R72.000, 13:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Few with winning chances. JUST POWER has improved beyond a sprint to finish 4th in 
consecutive starts over 1600m and should have more to offer over the extra, so rates the one to beat. 
Both MEL'S PRINCESS and LIBRAN LANA have shown signs of improvement in recent starts and, with 
further progress likely, could pose a threat. SISTER FREDA took a step forward upped in trip last time 
and could have even more to give over the extra. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Just Power, #4 Mel's Princess, #5 Libran Lana, #6 Sister Freda 
 
Durbanville, 14.09.2021, Race 3, Gallops, 1250m, Turf, R72.000, 14:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Wide open. FREEDOM PARK, KING SALADIN and improving DON REPOSADO have 
the form and experience to play a role but need to do more from tricky draws to win. BON BOYAGE and 
ARIZONA SKY have scope to improve too and could have a say. Newcomers VELDSKOEN and 
WINCHESTER MANSION have garnered encouraging comments from the Crawford yard and could be 
forward enough to contest the outcome. 
 
Selections: 
#11 Veldskoen, #12 Winchester Mansion, #3 Bon Boyage, #4 Don Reposado 
 
Durbanville, 14.09.2021, Race 4, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R72.000, 14:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: RAZZLE DAZZLE EM fluffed her lines in the soft last time but on earlier form but is 
worth another chance on earlier form. Well-bred CIO CIO SAN made encouraging improvement when 
stepped up to this trip when last seen and could, with further progress, pose a threat. Both DIFFERENT 
DRUM and FIELD OF VISION were 2nd last time out over this distance and could make their presence 
felt too. GALIEK YO BABY boasts consistent recent form and isn't without a chance either, 
 
Selections: 
#1 Razzle Dazzle Em, #6 Cio Cio San, #4 Different Drum, #5 Field Of Vision 
 
Durbanville, 14.09.2021, Race 5, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R72.000, 15:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Good race. MASTER REDOUTE ran with promise on debut in a 2yo winners' race 
behind (what could be) a highly regarded Classic contender. The experience would've done him plenty 
good, so with natural improvement he could go close. SENSO UNICO confirmed the promise of his debut 
4th when staying on to finish 3rd over a shorter trip last time and, on that evidence, could improve to fight 
out the finish. SAGE KING and ONE DAY OR DAY ONE are open to improvement so must be respected, 
while MASTER STRIKER is another who could run into the minors. MAISON MERCI has shown promise 
is likely to need it after a rest. 



 
Selections: 
#6 Master Redoute, #9 Senso Unico, #8 Sage King, #4 One Day Or Day One 
 
Durbanville, 14.09.2021, Race 6, Gallops, 1250m, Turf, R72.000, 16:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Fascinating contest. PACAYA impressed on debut and is open to any amount of 
improvement, so could prove worth following until beaten. Last-start winners STAR MASTER and 
well-bred SILVER FALCON are likely to improve after respective layoffs, so must be respected. Both 
MOON ROCK and SHINNECOCK have the experience to make their presence felt at this level. 
ROSTROPOVICH could also have a say on recent form. Tricky! 
 
Selections: 
#8 Pacaya, #5 Star Master, #1 Moon Rock, #7 Silver Falcon 
 
Durbanville, 14.09.2021, Race 7, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R77.000, 16:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Good race. Well-related SACHA won on her return from a long absence and is open to 
any amount of improvement, so could be worth following. BLACK SILVER may be in need of this outing 
after a 108-day break but is also likely to improve and could contest the finish. CRIMSON PRINCESS has 
both form and experience on her side, and from a good draw should play a role in the outcome. DO 
ANGELS CRY, GREY PRINCESS and REWRITE THE STARS aren't without a chance either. Open! 
 
Selections: 
#6 Sacha, #3 Crimson Princess, #1 Black Silver, #7 Grey Princess 
 
 
Best Win: #6 MASTER REDOUTE                       
Best Value Bet:                                         
Best Longshot: #6 SACHA                                


